
Empowered its leadership with a comprehensive view of HFI’s reporting 
 packages

Adjusted to quick amendments to each budget template

Used a concurrent system that simultaneously tested and operated in the
unpredictable 2020 business environment

Each of HFI’s divisions has its unique budget. While working with manual Excel
templates, the HFI’s system remained rigid for minor changes to the budget. As
the current budgeting system did not have version control features, the manual
financial and reporting experience became a time-consuming and disconnected
procedure. Prone to human error, the tedious and manual changes made the
overall funding approval process problematic when basing decisions on uncertain
and unreliable numbers.

A second challenge was to remotely complete the Budgeting and Forecasting
solution within six (6) months, in time for HFI’s budgeting season. ProLytics would
recommend a collaborative build where the project team will work together in
person at various stages of the project. However, due to pandemic restrictions,
meeting in person was not feasible and we were unable to utilize the conventional
implementation process (i.e. in-person setup, installation, training, etc.).
Nonetheless, ProLytics and HFI were able to work adaptively and efficiently
together following Prolytic’s virtual implementation methodology and tools to
deliver a successful implementation. 

Vena’s robust platform and ProLytic’s agile and flexible approach to
implementation allowed HFI to adapt to the ever-changing business environment
in 2020.

For ProLytics, we had to change our accustomed process and adapt and tailor our
plans according to the HFI’s dynamic requirements as they arise. All in all, HFI
required an agile and flexible Budgeting and Forecasting solution that:

Supplies automotive interior products from seat

trims, door trim, small part foam, and other

interior parts and assemblies

40 years of experience bringing quality

craftsmanship and products to customers

Servicing OEMs across North America such as

Honda, Subaru, Ford

Cloud-based solution that has an easy learning

curve for the HFI Finance Team

Automated process for revenue and expense

allocation with multiple currencies and version

control

A Solution that can be continually extended to

the rest of HFI’s financial processes

Minimize errors and discrepancies in HFI’s

financial department and its processes

Transition into Rolling Forecasting solution to

update the most current financial data, to ease

the time-consuming static annual budgeting

Flexibility was a key theme of this project between the HFI and ProLytics. Our
Vena Project team has approached this implementation with the above mindset
while leveraging Vena’s dynamic platform to customize HFI’s budgeting
functions and use cases.

This project was an extension of HFI’s existing Financial Accounting process in
Vena. The end goal was to design a Budgeting and Forecasting system that
would be self-sustaining for its end users, intuitive to the changes of the current
Business Environment, and collaborative to allow concurrency for multiple
users at once.
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The final solution greatly simplified the budgeting process by giving
users an audited and intuitive system. It allows users to input their
data and tools that automated the derivation of the budgeting data
points. 

The process saw a significant decrease in end-to-end planning time,
empowering HFI to make quicker budget revisions in a more
controlled and structured budgeting process. This made it possible
for a monthly rolling re-forecast to be efficient and easily repeatable
for the business forecasting exercise. 

A Powerful and Lasting Solution
There is no one-size-fits-all solution that fits every business. Through
the teamwork of both HFI and ProLytics, we translated business
problems and project requirements into realizable Vena functions and
features. The Budgeting and Forecasting solution was made possible
with Vena’s ability to be customized outside of the traditional FP&A
model to suit HFI’s unique requirements.

Provide an integrative budgeting solution with HFI’s current
Accounting Financial Close process

Transition the entire budgeting process (Workforce Planning,
Operating and Expense Planning, Revenue Planning, and Cost
Analysis) into the Vena ecosystem

Complete remote implementation while testing and implementing
the final solution

Be one of the very first Vena Implementation team to develop an
Allocations process utilizing and within the Vena platform

Migrate and incorporate logic from existing Excel Models to build
templates within Vena

Maintain the budgeting and forecasting system to house up-to-date
data to receive the live version of the budget with version control

The core of the solution was to leverage the existing Vena data
models and house the budgeting and forecasting data and the
developed input templates. In doing so, this was to facilitate the
population of these planning scenarios.

The ProLytics team thoroughly analyzed the budgeting and planning
process to design a new set of templates that will provide various
functionality and features to generate an entry of planning data into
Vena. This dataset (coupled with actuals data) allowed for the
variance and comparison reports to being applied in management
reports and analytics. 

Another integration was to allow datasets to be loaded and to derive
from budgeting and forecasting data points that would populate the
budget. This replaces a very cumbersome manual process of the
user preparing this data using various Excel models that were large,
slow, and inaccurate.

A heavy emphasis was on providing training and support to the HFI
team. This way, they can manage, administer, and develop additional
assets in the Vena platform. The HFI team was very engaged in the
product training and the best practices coaching sessions and now
has a team that can manage the Vena system and develops new
reports and forms regularly.

RESULTS AND BENEFITS
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THE SOLUTION

Transition the current budget process into proactive forecasting;
What-If Analysis and Planning to evaluate different scenarios and
observe immediate updates, reflected in the system

Create Universal Variables for ease of use across the Vena
platform

Continue to fine-tune and evolve the budget process to predict
improved scenarios

Future enhancements HFI is looking to extend Vena’s functionality:

Our customers' success is a measure of our success
Vena has brought considerable improvement to HFI’s overall company
culture and attests to the platform’s flexibility for more complex builds
and fine-tuned requirements. It is truly a successful and self-sufficient
solution to its FP&A end users.

WHAT'S NEXT?

THE OBJECTIVES

In phase one of this implementation we identified the following key
requirements as being the success measures:

ProLytics Consulting Group  is a business and technology
consulting firm that specializes in the areas of Enterprise
Performance Management and Financial Business
Intelligence Analytics. 

At ProLytics we understand and value that each company
is unique.  We are committed to working closely with each
customer to find and  deliver  value-added technology
solutions that fit their culture and solve their one-of-a-kind
challenges.  Learn more about us here.
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